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Fig. 12. Hsueh-Sawchuk hologram with prequantization. 

more practical. Existing two-dimensional quantizers were 
examined in the two other examples. In each case prequan- 
tization reduced the quantization error while retaining the 
other important system characteristics. 

At this stage the work on the prequantization design 
approach is incomplete. Presently there are no guidelines 
as to how or when prequantization can be used to design 
two-dimensional quantizers. However, the results presented 

here indicate that this approach may deserve some con- 
sideration whenever a two-dimensional quantizer is to be 
implemented. 
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Abstract-Asymptotic properties of the rth power distortion measure 
associated with quantized k-dimensional random variables are considered. 
Subject only to a moment condition, it is shown that the infimum over all N 
level quantizers of the quantity N r’k times the rth power average distortion 
converges to a finite constant as N + cc 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

S EVERAL AUTHORS have considered the problem of 
designing a quantizer to minimize some given distor- 

tion measure. Lloyd [l] considered the problem of desig- 
ning an N-level one-dimensional quantizer to minimize the 
mean-square error between the input and output of the 
quantizer. Max [2] derived necessary conditions that an 
optimal one-dimensional quantizer must possess to mini- 
mize an Y th power distortion measure. Linde et al. [3] 
considered algorithms to design multidimensional quan- 
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tizers subject to more general distortion measures and also 
included a voluminous bibliography of the problem. 

An important aspect of a quantizer is how much distor- 
tion it will introduce into the data. Usually, except for 
some rather trivial input data distributions, it is exceed- 
ingly difficult to predict the distortion performance of a 
quantizer until it is actually designed, and the design of 
even a relatively simple one-dimensional quantizer can be 
difficult and time consuming. Hence an asymptotic theory 
is sometimes used to predict the distortion performance of 
quantizers. Panter and Dite [4] and Algazi [5] assumed a 
large number of output levels and considered the distortion 
produced by an optimum one-dimensional quantizer. Ben- 
nett [6] considered the asymptotic mean-square error of 
suboptimal quantizers using an implementation method 
called companding. Zador [7], [8] and Gersho [9] consid- 
ered the r th power distortion in the multidimensional case, 
and Yamada et al. [lo] considered more general distortion 
measures in the multidimensional case. 

In this paper we present a formulation of the asymptotic 
theory of multidimensional quantization subject to an r th 
power distortion measure. The principal result contained 
herein is more general than any of the previous efforts for 
this distortion measure in that only a moment condition is 
imposed upon the input. No smoothness or boundedness 
conditions are imposed. The development proceeds in a 
constructive manner. As an intermediate step a novel for- 
mulation of the one-dimensional cornpander problem is 
given. The principal result is given in Theorem 2. 

II. DEVELOPMENT 

In the sequel, r will be a fixed positive number, k will be 
a fixed positive integer, 11 . II will denote the L, norm on 
R k, ‘k-dimensional Euclidean space, h will denote Lebesgue 
measure on Rk, and X will denote a random variable 
taking values in R k with distribution function F. Let y be a 
positive number. For any measurable function h: Rk -+ 
[0, cc), let II h II y denote the integral of hY raised to the l/y 
power, where all integrals, unless specified otherwise, are 
taken over [Wk. For an element x of Rk, xi will denote the 
i th component of x. Let F, and F, denote, respectively, the 
absolutely continuous and the singular components (with 
respect to A) of F. The derivative of F,, will be denoted by 
f. We will interpret l/O as cc and 0 . cc as 0. We will let 

u= i< [O,l] 
i=l 

denote the closed unit cube. The function Ig: R -+ Z will 
denote the greatest integer function. We will specify a 
quantizer by specifying its output levels. The outputs are 
dictated by nearest neighbor assignment and ties are broken 
in any arbitrary prescribed manner. In the sequel we will 
adopt the convention that distributing N points uniformly 
over a cube refers to placing one of each of the [ I,( N’lk)lk 
points at each of the intersection points of’ a uniform 
cubical grid placed on the cube, with arbitrary assignment 
of the remaining points in the cube. 

Let 2, denote the class of all N-level k-dimensional 
quantizers. Let 

B,(N) = inf N”lk 
Q%V / Ilx - Q(x)lYdF(x). 

In the case where F has compact support, it is straightfor- 
ward to show that an N-level quantizer exists which will 
realize the infimum in the expression for B,(N). In this 
case, Qi will denote any one of the quantizers which 
achieve the infimum. 

The following result is due to Zador [7] who attributes 
the idea to J. M. Hammersley. The proofs of Propositions 
l-7 are given in Appendices A-G, respectively. 

Proposition 1: Suppose X is uniformly distributed over 
U. Then the following limit exists: lim,,,B,( N) = Jk, r. 

Remark: A simple change of variable yields that if X is 
uniformly distributed over a cube C then lim,,,B,( N) = 
[h(c>l”kJk, r. 

Remprk: Gersho [9] calculated bounds for Jk,r for vari- 
ous k and r. For example, J,,, = l/12. 

Proposition 2: Consider p disjoint cubes C,, . . . , Cp such 
that X( C,) = m < cc for i = 1; . . ,p. Suppose X has a 
density given by f(x) = pi if x E Ci, i = 1; . .,p, and 
f(x) = 0 otherwise. Then lim,,,B,(N) = Jk, r 11 f II k/(k+r). 

The following proposition is used in the proofs of Pro- 
positions 4 and 5. 

Proposition 3: Let S be a cube with h(S) < co, and 
assume that X is uniformly distributed on S. Let C be a 
finite union of disjoint cubes having the same Lebesgue 
measure and contained in S. Then 

lim [Nr~k/h(S)]/~llx - Q~(x)ll’dx 
N-CC 

= Jk rx(c)[x(s)lr’k 

W) . 

Let Cl, i = 1;. . ,p be a collection of disjoint cubes of 
Lebesgue measure m < co. Partition each C, into 2qk (q is a 
positive integer) cubes Cij,j = 1;. .,2qk, i = 1;. *,p, such 
that X(C,,) is the same for all i, j. Define a probability 
density on the Ci as f,(x) = pi if x E C,, i = 1; . .,p, and 
zero otherwise. Define a probability density on the Ci, as 
fz4kp(x) = pI, if x E Cij, i = 1; . *,p, j = 1; . .,2qk, and 
zero otherwise. We add the further constraint that 

24k 

z pij=pi2qk, i = l;..,p. 
;=I 

Define a quantizer QN on the Ci by putting 
QNp;/(k+r$‘~JP, ,P!/(~+‘) ] points optimally in the ith 
cube. From the proof of Proposition 2 we know that if X 
has the density& then 

,$imw N ‘jk/ 11x - Q,(x>ll’f,b)dx =Jk,rllfpIIk,(k+r)* 

Hence, this quantizer is asymptotically optimum for -fp. 
Proposition 4: Give the above, we have 

lim Nr’k 
N-m J IIX - Q,(x>llTf2~+)dx =Jk,rl~fpllk,~k+r~. 
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Remark: This is basically a mismatched quantizer result. 
The quantizer sequence Qhr is not matched to the density 
function fz4kP. 

Now assume that X has a density function f with com- 
pact support. 

Proposition 5: Assuming the above, we have B,(N) + 
Jk, r 11 f 11 k,(k+r) as N + 00. 

Now let F be a distribution function that is singular with 
respect to X but still having compact support. 

Proposition 6: Assuming the above, we have 
lim ,+,4.(N) = 0. 

Remark: The development up through Proposition 5 
was concerned only with absolutely continuous probability 
distributions. Proposition 6 indicates that for singular dis- 
tributions the average distortion converges to zero at a 
faster rate than N-‘lk. For a specific example of this 
situation, an example involving the Cantor distribution is 
presented after Theorem 2. 

Now let F be an arbitrary distribution function with 
compact support. Notice that we can write F(x) = aFac(x) 
+ (1 - a)F,(x) for some cw E [0, 11. 

Proposition 7: Assuming the above, we have 
lim ,+,4(N) = ah, r 11 f 11 k/(k+r)* 

Bennett [6] modeled a nonuniform (one dimensional) 
quantizer as a zero memory nonlinearity G( .) followed by 
an N-level uniform quantizer Qj$ in turn followed by the 
inverse nonlinearity h( .) ” G-‘(e). The output of such a 
system (sometimes called a cornpander) could be written as 
G-‘[Qi[G(x)]], where x is the input. We will assume that 
the input to the compander X is a scalar (k = 1) random 
variable with a density function f. The quantizer Q, will be 
an N-level uniform quantizer on [0, 11. The function G will 
be an increasing differentiable invertible mapping from R 
into [0, 11. Furthermore, it will be assumed that G’(x) = 
g(x) is continuous and positive, and for some M > 0, 
g(x) sgn (x) is nonincreasing in x for 1 x I> M. 

The following theorem is believed to be the first proof 
that actually presents a sufficient condition for Bennett’s 
approximation to hold. The proof of the theorem makes 
use of a device of viewing every quantizer as inducing a 
measure on the range space of the random variable that it 
is quantizing. 

Theorem 1: Given the above, if there exists S > 0 such 
that E{[g(X)]-‘-‘} < co, then lim,,,N’E{] X- XI”} = 
(1/12)E{ [ g( X)1-‘}, when X is the input to the cornpander 
and X is the output. 

Proof: Let % be the class of Bore1 sets in [0, 11. Define 
measures p,,, and p on $I3 as 

CL&) = LN’l x - Qid-4 (‘P(X) dx, 

and 

/J(A) = (1/12)i~(x) dx, forA E%, 

where p(x) = f [h(x)]/g[h(x)]. From a generalization of 
the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma [ 11, p. 131, we have that 

p,,,(A) -+ p(A) as N --f 00 for all A E 3. Also, define 

Asx) = h(x) - h[Q,<x>l ' x - Qh) 
andf(x) =I h’(x) lr. Then&(x) -j(x) a.e. [A] as N + co. 
Suppose that for some e > 0, /( fN(x))‘+‘p(x) dx -c Mc 
a~ for every N. For b > 0, let 

hb(x) = 8’ 
if]x]<b, 

9 if 1x1~ b. 

Then lim N-mhh[fN(x)] = hJf(x)] almost everywhere [Xl. 
Since 0 I hh[ f&x)] < 1 + b for all N, we see that 
lim N+Jhb[fN(x)l~N(dx) = lUf(x)ly(dx) by the gen- 
eralized dominated convergence theorem [ 12, p. 2321. Also, 
note that 

and 

A(b) 
where A(b) = {x: f? b} and A,(b) = {x: fN 1 b}. Hence 

5 supb 
N 

-‘/[f&)l’t’2-‘p(x) dx + ~(bfb)~(dx) 

5 @2-‘b-’ + SA(bf(x)p(dx) 

-0 
as b --) co, where the third inequality follows by noting that 
N’( x - QN(x) lr I 2-‘. Therefore, if 

/-[f,(x)]‘+‘p(x) dx < fit 00 

for all N, then 

N’i-“, j-]N(x)P,v(dx) = j-f(x)dW, 

and since 

and 

N’E{ I x - iI’> = /fN(X)/+(dX) 

j&b (dx) = &/I h’(x) I’+) dx = j+{ [g(X)] -‘} > 
the theorem would be proved. 
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Therefore, define 

suP fct> = (fCi)‘j 

++I 

forxE[++,+), i= l;..,N-2, 

gN(X) = < J(x), 

forx t[O, &) U[v, 11, 

f[Q,b>l> 

This will prove to be a crucial point in the next theorem. 
Now we return our attention to random variables taking 

values in lRk. Let F be an arbitrary distribution function 
and express it as F(x) = aF,(x) + (1 - a)F,(x). 

Theorem 2: If E{ II XII r+‘} < cc for some e > 0, then 

lim B,.(N) = aJk, 111 f 11 k/(k+r). 
N+CC 

Proof: Let C, be the closed cube centered at the origin 
with its 2k sides each of length t and parallel to the 
coordinate axes. Denote the marginal distributions as 
4(x,) = a,F&(xi) + (1 - cui)&(,,(x,). Since ] xi (r+r 5 
II x II r+r, E{ II XII r+r} < 00 implies that E{ ] X, I”+‘} < cc, 
ix I,..., k. Let Q, denote an optimum N-level quantizer 
for the condition distribution F(x 1 X E C,). Let Q$ be a 
one-dimensional quantizer for <(xi ] ] Xi 12 t/2) such that 

- / lim N’ Ix- Qi(x)I’dl;;(xlI&I?t/2) 
N-CO 

Hence for N sufficiently large, because of the “ tail” mono- 
tonicity of g(x) and hence that of h’(x) and because of the 
mean value theorem for derivatives, we have gN(x) L f,(x). 
Let 

I = [g(x)]-“‘+‘)f(x) dx / 

= /,‘I h’(x) I”‘+‘+(x) dx. 

Notice that by assumption I < cc. Then since h’(x) is 
continuous we have 

J[gN(x)]‘+‘p(x)dx -+ IasN + 00, 

and the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 

Remark: Suppose that the distribution of X is not abso- 
lutely continuous. Then we would like to consider 

lim Nr h(x) - h[Qdx)] 'lx _ QN(x) I@(~) 

N-CZ JI x - Q,(x) 

I lim 2-’ h(x) - h[Q,<x)l rdF(x), (1) 
N-CC x - Q,(x) 

where F is the distribution function of G(X). If G(a) has 
the same restrictions as in Theorem 1, then the left side of 
(1) exists as a limit and we have that it is bound above by 

2-’ [g(x)]-‘dF(x). J 
Remark: The quantity E[g(X)]-‘/12 is sometimes 

called Bennett’s integral. Gersho [9] gives a heuristic de- 
rivation of it in the multidimensional case for r th power 
distortion measures. 

Remark: Suppose for some e > 0 we let g(x) be a con- 
tinuous probability density function such that g(x) equals 
C for 1 x I< x0 and equals D 1 x I-(‘f’/2r) for ] x 12 x,,. 
This g( .) satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 1 and 
the above remark if E{ 1 X Irtc} < 00. Hence there exists a 
sequence of quantizers Qh such that 

- J lim N’ Ix - Q;(x) I’&(x) 
N+CC 

I (2D)-’ / Ix lr++*dF(x) + (2c)-‘j dF(x). 
Ix/ 2x0 I~l~~o 

5(2D)-’ I I’dF. j x ,bIIxll~t/2). 
We may do this because of the third remark after Theorem 
1. 

Let Q;(x) be the one-dimensional quantizer with 
I,( N/2) output levels distributed uniformly over 
[-t/2, t/2] plus the I,( N/2) output levels of QFscN,Z,(x). 
Let d E (0,l). Then 

N”k J llx - Q,(x)Il’dF(x I X E C,) P(X E C,) 
c, 1 

5 B,(N) 5 N”k Ilx - Q,,,,,(x)ll’dF(x) / G 
(2) 

+Nrik 1 r'2 dF(x), 

where z = 1,[(1&(1 - d)N)‘/“] and C; denotes the com- 
plement of C,. Letting c(r) denote the constant in the 
c,-inequality (c.f. [ 16, p. 157]), we have 

jc,[ i Jxi - Qib,) 12]r'2~~(x) : l-l 
5 CW) jc ,I Xl - Qb> W’(x) : 

+c(r/2)jcF 
[. 
$ I xi - Q:(xi> I* 1 r’2 dF(x)- 

If we repeatedly apply the CT-inequality to the second term 
on the right side we get that the left side is less than or 
equal to 

ii, [C(r/“)I’jc ,I Xi - Q;(Xi) I’dF(x) : 
I ;i, [c(r/l)llj Ax,)r,zlxi - Qf(Xi) I’dE;l(xi) 

1 
- Qf(x;) I’@(X) 
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where S, = C; n {x: x E Rk such that I xi I I t/2}. The 1, = [0, l] and remove the open middle third of 1, to 
right side is less than or equal to obtain I, = [0, l/3] U [2/3, 11. In general, remove the open 

p, c4vN i[ j 
middle third of each component of 1, to obtain I,,+ ,. Then 

I Xi - Q~(x;> I’dE;:(X,) C = f7;==,1,. The Cantor distribution function is that dis- 
I? ‘l/2 tribution function corresponding to a random variable X 

+ ( 1 5 'p(XEsj) ) 1 uniformly distributed over C (see, for example, [13, pp. 
20-211). We recall that the Lebesgue measure of C is zero. 
Let 

where we assume that N is sufficiently large so that m > 1. 
Returning to (2) and taking the limit superior, we obtain a2 = var(X) =/,[x - 0.512dF(x). 

(y j [f(x)] k/(k+r) dx 

i 1 (k+r)'k Notice that I, is the union of 2” disjoint closed intervals 1; 

c, 
of length (l/3)“. Let N = 2” and define an N-level quan- 
tizer Qhr by the midpoints xi of each of the N disjoint 

(k+r)/k 
I lim B,(N) 5 ad-‘ik 

closed intervals of of I,,. The mean-square error for this 

N-CC [ 
jc[/(x)]k”k+r)dx quantizer may then be calculated as I 

+ $ [c(r/2)li ( &)r’k(2D)pr 
[ 

jcb - Q,(x)]* dF(x) = ,i, J, b - xJ2 dF(x)- 
,: 

i=l 

.j8 /x,>r,21x, I’d%) + $$‘(=- s,> 
A straightforward change of variable yields that 

Notice that 
/1,(x - x;)~ dF(x) = 02(1/3)2”&dF(x). 

t’P( x E s,) I trP( x E c;) 
Thus the mean-square error is given by 

5 t’ 5 P(, xi I> t/2) 
5 02(1/3)2$&7(x) = .2(1/3)2’0sZN. 

i=l 

i=l 

< t’ d E{I x, r+7 
Therefore B2( N) 5 17~(4/9)‘“~~~ and B2( N) + 0 as indi- 
cated by Theorem 2. - *r+t- . 

;=, ‘ 

Let t + 00 to yield that III. CONCLUSION 

(YII f II k/(k+r) s 1% B,(N) 5 ad-r/k II f II k/(k+,.). This paper is devoted to the asymptotic theory of multi- 

Since d is arbitrary, we get limN+,B,(N) = cy II f II k,ck+rj. dimensional quantization subject to an rth power distor- 

Trivially from the first inequality in (2) 
tion measure. The principal result was given in Theorem 2. 
This result is more general than previous results for this 

f(x)] k’(k+r)dx (k+r)‘k 1 distortion measure in that the input data distribution is not 
assumed to be absolutely continuous and no boundedness 

N-CC requirements are made on the input probability density 
and taking the limit as t - cc we get the desired result. (when it exists). In addition, a precise moment condition is 

Q.E.D. given which includes previous bounds on tail probabilities. 

Remark: Using Holder’s inequality we have that if p(x) 
Several of the techniques used in the proofs are new to the 

is a probability density function such that / II x II ““p(x) dx 
area of quantization theory and might prove useful in 

< cc for some 6 > 0, then II pll k,ck+rj < co. Hence we 
extending these results to more general distortion mea- 
sures. 

know that the constant in the statement of Theorem 2 is 
finite. 

APPENDIX A 
Remark: In [8] a result similar to Theorem 2 was pre- PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 

sented. The assumptions were that (1) F(x) the input 
probability distribution function is absolutely continuous, Let N and M be integers such that N > M > 0, and for each 
(2) the associated probability density function f(x) is such N and M define n by Mnk < N 5 M(n + I)k. Let I, = 
bounded, (3) the marginal density functions p,(x), i = [i/(n + I),(i + l)/(n + l)], i = 0;. .,n, and consider the (n + 

1; . * , k satisfy the following “tail” condition for all i: l)k distinct cubes in Rk formed by all possible k-dimensional 

p;(x)llxl-‘f or x su iciently large and I > r + 1. The- , I ff’ . 
products of the {I,}. Pick nk of the cubes C(l), . . , C( nk), such 

orem 2 removes (1) and (2) entirely and assumes a moment 
that the remaining (n + I)k - nk ones, whose union we will call 

condition that is weaker than (3). 
V, are on the boundary of U. Note that X(V) = 1 - [n/( n + I)] k. 
Place M points in each of the cubes C( 1); . . , C( nk) so as to 

Example: Let C be the Cantor ternary set on [0, l] and minimize B,.(N), and call the resulting quantizer Qg. Notice that 
let F denote the Cantor distribution function. That is, let the distance between any x E V and the nearest representation 
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point is upper-bounded by 2fi/(n + 1). Hence 

N-“kB’( N) 

~j$,J,,jjl,x- Q~(x)ll’dx+~~lx-Q~(x)llrdx 
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It easily follows that limN,,Ni/N =P:/(~+~) / ZJP,,pj/(k”). 
Let Qh be an optimum NJ-level quantizer for a constant 

probabilit; density on C,. Hence 

B,(N) 5 JV”~ E / PiIIx - Q,$(x)IIrdx, 
j=l c, 

5 nk(n + 1) -k-‘Br( M)M-rjk + A( ~)[2@/ (n + I)] r. and it follows that 

Thus B,(N) 5 [n/( n + I)] kB’( M) + (2fi)‘Mr’kX( V). Taking - 
lim in N and then taking lim in M yields l&,_, B,( M) 

lim B,.(N) 5 i lim N”“jcp,Jx - Q~(x)“‘dx 
N+ m - j=l N+oo I - 

2 lim,_ m B’( N), which implies that lim,, m B’( N) = Jk ’ exists. 
’ Q.E.D. 

APPENDIX B 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 

Let L = lim ,+,B,( N). Let Ni( N) represent the number of 

= j, NE ( ;)r’k~lk~c~llx- Q&+)llrdx 

= js, (‘YJ)-“kP,m’+r’kJ/c,r 
output 1evelGf Q& inside C,, i = 1;. .,p, and let N,(N) be the 
number of output levels of Qi outside U,“=,C,. Define r,(N) = 
N,( N)/N. Let N’ denote a subsequence such that limWAm B,( N’) 
= L and lim Ns+mri(N) = Ri exists for i = 0, 1;. .,p. Pick c > 0 
and define C,, as a parallel cube having the same center as C, but 

= Jk.’ ,i,(pj 
[. 

> 

= Jk,‘llfllk,(k + 
with sides of length m ‘/k - 26. Partition the boundary region 
C, - C,, into M, cubes of side length E, and put an output level 
into the center of each of these. Then any point in C,, will be 
closer to an output level in C, than to any possible output level 
outside of C,. Define Q& to be the quantizer that has the same 
output levels as Q$ plus the PM, output levels distributed in the 
boundary regions. Note that Q,&(x) has N’ + PM, output levels. 
Then 

B,.(N’) 2 (N’)r’k i piJ Ilx - Q;,(x)ll’dx. 
i=l Cm 

Let QE denote an N-level optimum quantizer for a constant 
probability density on C,,. Hence, we see that 

L = $_mm B’( N’) 

2 i pi lim 
i=l N’+~ 

(N’)“k/c Ilx - ~,&(x)llrdx 
If 

>,p,Pi lim 
(N’)‘~~[N,(N~) + ~~1”” 

Nrm [N,(N’) + J+&]“~ 

. j Ilx - Q&,v~+,,,,(x)ll’dx 
Cl< 

= Jk,‘~~lpiR;r~k[h(Cic)],+“k. 

Hence a straightforward argument yields 

L LJk,’ i (pi/R~‘k)[X(Ci<)]‘+“k. 
1=l 

Since c > 0 is arbitrary, we have 

L L Jk,’ i ( pi/R:‘k)m’+r’k. 
i=l 

Minimizing the right side over all Ri under the constraint that 
Ri20andXf!,Ri5 1 yieldsL?J,,‘llfll,,(,+‘,. 

Now construct another suboptimal quantizer Qh by putting Ni 
points optimally into C,, i = 1; . . ,p where 

I. PI) 

k/W+‘), 1 
r) ’ 

Ck+‘)/k 

where 

032) 
x (pm)Wk+r) 

m=l 

Q.E.D. 

APPENDIX C 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 

Assume that A(C) does not equal zero or X(S). Let N,(N) be 
the number of output levels of Q$ inside C. Let N’ be a 
subsequence such that 

- Q;(x)llrdx 

= ,~n,~ jc~',x - Q;;,(x)llrdx 

and r,(N’) = N,(N’)/N’ --) R, as N’ + 00. Fix c and M, as in 
the proof to Proposition 2 but now for the set C and its subset C,. 
Letting Q& denote an optimum N-level quantizer for C,, we see 
that 

2 lim (N’) r/k [N&N’) + Me]“” 

N’+CC [N,(N’) + MC]“” 

.I 
Ilx- Q i$-(N,)+M,(w 

X(S) 
dx 

= &,l’+“*s,r 
RgkX(S) . 

Since 4 > 0 is arbitrary, we have that 
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Suppose the above is met with a strict inequality. We know that 

~ym(N’)r/kj IIX -y;“‘wdx 
s 

=J,,,[h(S)]“” 

= min N41”““4,, + [X(S - C)l’+r’kJk,r 
REP, 11 A( S)R”k (1 - R)‘?(s) 

Hence, 

~~~ cN,y,kSs_C IIx -A$;x)i”dx < I’(’ - ‘)I 
I+r/k 

Jk’r. 

(1 - R,)“k&S) 

There are no more than (1 - r,(N’))/N’ output levels of Q& 
inside S - C. A standard E construction yields that 

which implies a contradiction. Hence, the above implies 

[X(S)]“k+‘Jk,r = ~(S)&-IIB,.(N’) 

= $~m(N’)“kJcll~ - Q$(x)llrdx 

+ M!‘-“, (N’)““Ss-,llx - Q;,(x)llrdx 

= [X(C>l ‘ir’kJk,r/R%k 

+ [X(S - 01 ‘+r’kJk,r,‘(l -R,)+ 
andR, = X(C)/X(S). 

Suppose 

lim N’lk / 
Ilx - Q;(x)llr, 

N-CC s-c X(S) 

= B > l(s - C)[~(S)lr’kJk,r 
X(S) . 

Let N” be a subsequence such that 

N~i$Nr’)“*~-c’lx -A$x)“rdx = B. 

Since 

lim B,(N”) = [X(S)]r’kJk,,, 
N”-CX 

we therefore have 

which implies a contradiction because the lim of the sequence on 
the left side was equal to the right side. Therefore, 

lim Nrjk s 
IIn - QiWrdx I l(s - C>[~(S)l”kJ,,r 

N-m S-C X(S) X(S) 
and 

lim Nr/k J 
IIx - Q;W, L X(C)[A(S)]r’kJk,, 

N-m C X(S) X(S) 

Since C and S - C are the same type of region (unions of cubes), 
we may repeat all of the above arguments switching the roles of 

S - C and C to obtain the proposition. If X(C) equals zero or 
A(S), the result is obvious. Q.E.D. 

APPENDIX D 
PROOFOFPROPOSITION 4 

We give the following argument for the limit superior, but it is 
identical for the limit inferior with the corresponding inequalities 
reversed. Let Qh denote an optimum N-level quantizer for f(x) 
= I/m on C, and zero otherwise. Then 

lim Nrlk Ilx - Q,(.x)II~~I~~~~~(x) dx 
N-CC 

s 
” 

5 2 lim N'/kj ( lx - Q,(x)ll’&+) dx 
i=l N-cc C, 

= i lim N'ikjcIlx - Q~,(x)Il’j2q~p(x) dx 
i=l N+m 

I/X - Q~,(X)ll’p,jdX. 
;=, j=, ,,+m 

Applying Proposition 3, we can upper-bound the above by 

P 24k 

Since X( C,,)2qk = m, the above may be written as 
P 24k 

iz, jC, (“i)-r’kPiJ Jk’r(yJ’+r’k 

r P 1 I+k/r 

I 
= Jk,rI/f,Ilk,(k+r). 

Q.E.D. 

APPENDIX E 
PROOFOFPROPOSITION~ 

Let a and b be finite and such that the support off is contained 
in C, = X rZ ,(a, b). Consider a partition of C, into nk cubes C, 
such that A(C,) = m, i= l;.. ,nk. Define a probability density 
f, on C, by f,(x) = p, = P( X E C,) if x E C, and is zero other- 
wise. In [14, p. 2141 it is shown that lim,,,f,(x) = f(x) a.e. [A]. 
Define a quantizer Q& for f, by putting l,(aiN) output levels 
optimally inside C, where ai is given by (B2) with p = nk. From 
the proof of Proposition 2 we have 

lim N”k 
N-CC J /IX - Q;(x)ll’fn(x> dx =Jk,rllJ;1llk,(k+,.j, 

and from Proposition 4 we have 

N~mNr’kjllx - Q;(x)ll%&) dx =Jk,rllfnilk/(k+r). 

Let d E (0, 1) and define Q$ ’ to be a quantizer that has the same 
output levels as Q” ,,t(, pd)N1 plus I,( dN) output levels distributed 
uniformly over Cr. It is a simple matter to show that NGk I( x - 
Q,$ d(x)ll ’ < K,, ‘, for x E C, where K,,, is a positive constant 
not depending on N or x. Notice that the discontinuities of 
II x - Q; ‘(x)/l have F-measure zero. Hence by [ 15, p. 311 and 
the fact that lim q’ m fzqn(x) = f(x) a.e. [X] implies weak conver- 
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gence via Scheffk’s theorem [15, p. 2241, we find that Choose d such that L < L(1 - d) < L + 6/2. But we also have 

lim Nr~kjII 
that 

x - QE;‘d(x)llrfdx) dx 
L + 6/2 < Jk. rII f II kl(k+r) s Jk. rll f&nil kl(k+r) for 4 = 

1,2;.. Hence there exists a subsequence {q’} and a number M q-03 such that for all q’ > M, 

= Nrjk 11x - Q;“(x)ll’f(x) dx. (El) / lim N.‘lk J ]]x - Q~(x)]]‘&,,(x) dx 
Now N-CC 

/ Nr’kll~ - Q~“(x)Il’~f2qn(x) -f(x) Idx 
< L + 6/2 <Jk,rllfhnllk/(k t-r), 

which via Proposition 2 is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 

~K,,,jIfZRn(x)-f(x)Idx-tO asq+m APPENDIX F 
PROOFOFPROPOSITION 6 

by the dominated convergence theorem. This implies that we 
have a uniform limit in N in (El). Therefore, 

lim Nr’k [Ix - Q,$d(x)llrf(x) dx 
N-CO / 

-- 
= lim lim Nrjk s I]x - Q;“(x)]I~~~~~(x) dx, 

q-cc N-m 

where, using a straightforward modification of Moore’s theorem 
[14, p. 281, we have switched limits due to the uniform conver- 
gence in N. The above is bound above by 

For any e > 0, there exists an open set S such that S has unit 
F-measure and X(S) < E. Since S is open, there exists a countable 
set of disjoint open cubes {Ii} such that S = Uy= ,I,. Define Q$ 
by distributing I,( N/2) output levels uniformly over C, (defined 
in Appendix E) and by distributing N, = I,[ NX(Z,)/Zy=,X(Z,)] 
additional output levels uniformly over Z,, i = 1,. . . , q, where q is 
a positive integer such that 

2r’k(b-a)r g ~(1~) < rrlk, 
j=q+ 1 

-- 
lim lim N’lk s Ilx - Q~,,,,-,,,,<~>llrf~~,<x> dx 

q-m N+m 

where p is the measure corresponding to F. In the remainder of 
this proof, assume that 

=Jk,r(l -d)-r’kllfnIlk,(k+r) 

via Proposition 4. Since d is arbitrary we have that there exists a 
sequence of quantizers {Qh} such that 

N> 
2ktl 

min X(Z;) . 
I SiSq 

lim Nrlkj]] X - Qh(x)ll’f(x) dx 5Jk,rllfnIIk,(k+r). 
N-CC 

With Jensen’s inequality we can shown that II fIqn II k/(k+r) is 
monotonically nonincreasing in q. Using the same arguments for 
f zVn as we did for f, we have that there must exist a sequence of 
quantizers QE; such that 

Recall that in Iw k, a cube of side length s has a diagonal of length 
sJif. Let i E { 1;. .,q}. For x E Z,, we have 

[Ix - Q,(x)11 I ‘;-;;yT 
I 

But 

lim Nrjk 
N-CC s Ilx - Qi(x)ll’f(x) dx sii%Jk,rll fz4nllk/(k+r). 

It follows from Jensen’s inequality that 

[ 1 (k+r)/k 
(b - a)-” jc,l fiq,,(x) -f(x) Ik/(k+r) dx 

5 (b - a) -k jc;fvn(x) -f(x) I dx 

Hence, as q + co, fzl,,(x) + f(x) in Lk,(k+r), which implies 
11 f2%II k/(k+r) + II f 11 k/(k+r) as 4 + 03. Suppose fi,+d,(N) 

= L <Jk.rllfllk,(k+r). Define 6 = Jk, rll f II k,(k+r) - L ’ 0, 
and let d E (0,l). Let Q$ be the quantizer with the same output 
levels as QfgIcl-djN] P lus Z,(dN) output levels distributed uni- 
formly over C,. Mimicking the arguments given above for the 
upper bound, we have 

lim lim Nr/kj]] x - Q$(x)ll’f&n(x) dx -- 
q+m N-cc 

I(1 - d)-“” lim [(l - d)N]“k 
N+CC 

* s 11x - Qf,,c,-,,~~(x)ll'f(x) dx 

= L(l - d)--r’k. 

and 

I 1 
I/k (x,)1/k 2 y’(‘i) - 1 2 w j=l 

Therefore, 

[ A( Z;)] r’kkr/2Nr’k I 1 i A( Zj) 
r/k 

Nr’kll~ - Q;(x)llrc j=l 

[ NX( Zi)]“” - 

Thus for any 8 > 0, there exists N, such that if N > Na, 

Nr/kll~ - Q;(x),,‘~ k”2 ; x(1,) I 1 r/k + 6. j=l 
Hence, we see that for any x E Up= ,Ii, 

N’/k 11 x - Q,Q( x)11 ‘ik 2 k’12crlk + 6. 
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If x E C,, then 
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(b - a>fi (b - a>@ 
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